Introduction
It is popular that two players face with each other repeatedly in different phases [1] . Workers usually have relationship with their colleagues not only at work but also privately. Governments make negotiations on agricultural trade in addition to industrial trade. A hotel chain competes with the rival in various areas. Do these situations facilitate cooperation? What kind of decision makings should players offer to keep mutual cooperation in such situations? Using the laboratory experiment and simple multi -Prisoner's dilemma, we explore the effect of the change in the number of contacts and in the payoff structure, and then the characteristics of the strategy that leads players to reach mutual cooperation. When the number of contacts increases from one to two, players face with the more complicated situation and their behavior may be different from the single contact. The change of payoff structure will also affect their behavior. In such a case, finding the decision making to facilitate cooperation may be a hint for solving real problems.
Theory and experiments on multi contact
In the context of the economic theory, [2] , [6] , and [7] use iterated prisoner's dilemma and examine multi-contact. First, [2] assume that two players play multi Iterated Prisoner's Dilemma (IPD) on game A and B simultaneously (Table2). They show that the discount factor is smaller in multi games than in a single game (B). Playing two identical games, say two B, does not facilitate cooperation.
Second, [7] and [8] assumes that a player has a strict concave utility function instead of linear function and focuses the repeated play of two identical games repeatedly. He proved that multimarket contact could facilitate cooperation even in such a case. They characterize multi contact from the discount factor. However, the theoretical simplification lacks two factors which may affect real decision making. First, as the situation changes decision making. First, as the situation changes from single to multi contact, the decision making set expands. Second, instead of two identical games, two different games change the payoff structure. This will influence player's behavior. The theory is difficult to examine the effects of the factors, since focuses on the characteristics of the equilibrium and ignores the effect of the increase in the number of alternatives. It also focuses on the payoff structure change from the discount factor. However, the real effect of this change is unclear. We conducted a series of multi-IPD experiments and investigated the effects of two factors on human behavior. Although there are some experimental studies ( [4] , [5] ) on multi contact, none of them check these factors seriously. Additionally, we sought for the behavior that leads to mutual cooperation. The behavior was mainly consisted of two kinds of Tit For Tat strategies and commonly observed among multi contact treatments. Let us explain the experimental procedure. We have already conducted six treatments as in Table 1 . Profiles of the treatments are shown in Table 1 . The difference in the number of rounds comes from time constraint. All the treatments were done with Z-tree [5] in Kyoto Experimental Economics Laboratory from 2005.6 to 2006.6. See Table 2 . Matrix A is easier to cooperate than matrix B. In a series of experiments, the treatment lasted more than seventy rounds (Table 1) . B' is almost as cooperative as B. In the (Table 1) . B' is almost as cooperative as B. In the experiment, the subjects were not informed the number of rounds. The subjects played a game with the identical and anonymous opponent throughout the treatment. In single A and B treatment, in each round, they offer one of two alternatives. In multi contact treatment, in each round, they offer an alternative in each matrix, two or three alternatives in total. After choosing alternative(s), they observe their own choice(s), their opponent's choice(s), their own payoff, and their opponent's payoff. Finally, after the experiment, the monetary reward was paid according to the performance of a subject during the treatment. The monetary reward was paid in proportion to the total payoff with the showing up fee.
Experimental design
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Table3: Experimental design
Row of the Table 3 means the predicted level of cooperation. Theoretically, B is more difficult to cooperate than A, and B' has almost the same level of cooperation as B. Columns of the table indicate the number of the channels. Players in B and A have two channels, that is C and D. Those in BB have three channels, CC, DD, and CD. Those in BBB have four channels, CCC, DDD, CDD, and CCD. Those in BB' and AB have four channels, CC, DD, CA (B') DB, and DA(B') CB. The number of channels is different from the number of choices. A channel describes a substantial combination of choices that the subjects can offer to the opponent. Thus, in multi contact, the number of channels is more than in single contact. This may influence the subjects' behavior. Table 5 : The variance of percent cooperation in the last 30 rounds Let us explain the experimental result. First, we investigate the difference between the percent cooperation among treatments. Two-way ANOVA rejects the null hypothesis "percent cooperation among treatments is the same". The multiple comparison shows the following percent cooperation order; A B AB>BB>BBB>BB' at 5 % level. The treatment difference may affect behavior.
Experimental Result
Second, we check the growth rate of percent cooperation. Two-way ANOVA did not reject the null hypothesis. The treatment difference does not affect the growth rate of percent cooperation. Third, we check the variance of percent cooperation in the last 30 rounds. The variance difference among treatments is significant at 1% level (Table 5) .
These results show the difference between single contact and multi contact and the difference within multi contact treatments. Percent cooperation is higher under single treatments than under multi treatments. However, the variance is higher under single treatments than under multi treatments. Therefore, under single treatments the subjects can cooperate and break cooperation easily. On the other hand, under multi treatments, it takes rounds for reaching mutual cooperation. But once it is realized, it is robust. This suggests that when the number of channels decreases from three or four to two, the decision making fluctuates. In comparison within multi treatments, the treatment difference may affect the initial rounds decision makings. AB is more difficult to cooperate than BB and BBB in the initial rounds ( Figure 1) .
However, percent cooperation under AB is the largest. AB has two unique features; first, the number of channels is the largest and this makes cooperation difficult. Second, AB contains the matrix that facilitates cooperation. For decision makers in AB, second feature is more powerful than first feature. Thus, regardless of four channels, AB realized high percent cooperation in the end.
Furthermore, the variance of AB is the smallest among the multi treatments. The existence of A decreases the fluctuation. The variance of BB is smaller than that of BBB, although the evolution of percent cooperation is similar. This difference comes from the number of channels.
As for BB', B' is almost the same as B. However, percent cooperation remained low. As the result that the number of channels increases but that one of the matrices is replaced by the slightly different matrix, percent cooperation decreases. 
4-2.On the channel reduction and cooperation induction strategy (ChaRCIS)
Reaching and keeping mutual cooperation seem to be difficult under the multi treatments. However, keeping is easier under these treatments. This is a puzzle. Then, what does facilitate mutual cooperation under multi treatments? This subsection explores the mechanism that facilitates and keeps mutual cooperation. It makes it clear that a subject has the clear-cut intention of cooperation but punishes the opponent severely when his or her opponent exploits him or her. It is adopted by most of the subjects in all the multi treatments. We call it "the channel reduction and cooperation induction strategy (CharRCIS)". The ChaRCIS consists of two parts. First part is "the channel reduction", and second part is "the cooperation induction". The definition of the channel reduction is that in a game, a player chooses only a particular channel although he or she has more channels to choose. See Table5 Table5: The percentages of channels in the all rounds. Table 5 shows that most of the decision makings are in (CC)/ (CCC) or (DD)/ (DDD). Especially, this trend is more suitable in AB and BB'. In BB and BBB, where all the matrices are the same, the percentage of the ambiguous channels is a little large. Calculating the coefficient of correlation between percent cooperation of a subject and the variance of the decision making, we find that as percent cooperation increases, the variance of the decision makings decreases. The subjects with high percent cooperation tend to narrow their channels.
All (CC)/(CCC) (C(A)D(B))/(CCD) (D(A)C(B))/(CDD) (DD)/(DDD)
The channel reduction is not enough since in the prisoner's dilemma situation, unilateral cooperation causes exploitation by the opponent. The subject who keeps on offering (CC)/ (CCC) sends a cooperative message to his or her opponent. But he or she may be exploited by his or her opponent, too.
Therefore, to facilitate cooperation in the long run, a subject has to make his or her opponent offer the cooperative alternatives. When the opponent is kind and willing to choose them, the subject does not have any trouble for reaching mutual cooperation. However, his or her opponent is not always kind. Then, what should the opponent do to reach and keep mutual cooperation?
In addition to the channel reduction, a subject has to utilize "the cooperation induction". It consists of punishment and conditional and unconditional cooperation (UC). Punishment and conditional cooperation are expressed by Tit for Tat. UC is to offer (CC)/ (CCC) and/or ambiguous channels when the opponent offers (DD)/ (DDD) to send the subject's intent and change the opponent's attitude.
Under multi treatments, we define three TFT s. A TFT is not SPNE, but very popular strategy in human behavior. Table 6 indicates three TFT s. This Table shows that T-TFT is the most patient and that R-TFT is the strictest. Furthermore, the cooperation induction contains UC although the percentage is small.
The opponent's previous offer The subject with ChaRCIS uses UC effectively. Typically, UC is used continuously in some rounds in two ways: it is used when subject A sometimes exploits subject B and subject B hopes mutual cooperation. It is used by at lease one of the players to stem betrayal of both players. In the sense that UC can change the situation, it has the situation reset effect. In case that it fails to facilitate mutual cooperation, punishment is invoked. In our experiments, most of the subjects with high percent cooperation use the ChaRCIS. See Tables 7: in multi treatments, they used T-TFT, R-TFT and UC and lead their opponent to offer the cooperative choices. If they change the opponent's attitude, percent cooperation rises. However, a part of the ChaRCIS is vulnerable to the deviation of the opponent and it does not rise The ChaRCIS has to contain a punishment device such as TFT. We have the typical cases. When the opponent is up for mutual cooperation, the subject tends to use T-TFT and UC to admit accidental mistakes. When the opponent is up for exploitation but the subject hope mutual cooperation, the subject utilizes R-TFT and UC to quit the circle of mutual deviation.
Discussion
We interpret prior experimental studies from the viewpoint of our results. Prior studies assert that multi contact basically facilitates cooperation. This is the opposite result with ours. However, taking it into account that their subjects might invoke the ChaRCIS, percent cooperation in the prior studies would be high. Additionally, they focus on the same payoff matrix from single and multi treatments. This is insufficient since they ignore the effect of the other matrix.
One drawback of our study may be the lack of controlling the discount factor. The discount factor control precludes subjects' long run behavior. In the discount factor control treatments, we will not attain the ChaRCIS. However, when we validate the multi contact strictly from the viewpoint of contact strictly from the viewpoint of infinitely iterated game theory, the control of the discount factor is necessary [3] .
There is "Goal Expectation Theory (GET)" in experimental social psychology [10] . It characterizes the conditions to reaching mutual cooperation in Prisoner's Dilemma game. Our subject who was not exploited by the opponent and whose percent cooperation was high was interpreted as acting according to GET. However, our experimental setting is more difficult than the ordinal PD games. To apply GET into the multi contact situation, the ChaRCIS will be important.
Finally, the ChaRCIS has relation with the GRIT strategy [9] . GRIT was developed in the middle of the cold war era to realize a gradual de-escalation process in which one side makes a unilateral compromise with the hope that the opponent will do the same. This starts a positive spiral to mutual cooperation. It contains the effective reaction to the unilateral exploitation. Although it does not assume a PD situation clearly, it is very similar to our ChaRCIS.
